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At Outcast, we want to get you to 
where you want to go.
The best water usually isn’t the most accessible. So, if you’re ready to leave the crowds behind and go where the fish are, we can get 
you there. Outcast has a full array of boats and gear designed to deliver the access you desire. 

Whatever your destination—still water or moving—there’s an Outcast or Fish Cat model to suit your needs. Stalk early morning risers 
and lay out long casts in our best-selling float tubes. Go lightweight with one of our versatile, frameless pontoon boats. Or load your dry 
bags and coolers onto a US-made PRO Series raft or heavy-duty PAC pontoon boat for a serious multi-day drift. 

The models are all unique and offer different fishing experiences, but they share a couple of things in common; they are built to last 
and are backed by our multiyear warranties. Quality, durability and excellent customer service are important to us, so if anything does 
go wrong, call us and we’ll make it right, and we’ll do it right away.

(Prices are subject to change. Visit www.outcastboats.com for most current pricing.) 
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PRO SERIES USA Crafted To Last
Our Pro Series boats offer proven durability and performance professional guides and hardcore  
anglers require. Built with whitewater capability in mind and the capacity for extended trips, these 
are the best multi-person fishing boats available. 

PAC 1300 & 1400 Fishing Frame  
NRS Outcast Fishing Frame as shown  |  $2,175.00 

PAC 1400
The number one choice for professional guides, this spacious craft comfortably  
accommodates two anglers, a rower, and room for overnight gear and supplies. It’s 
big-water ready and features a self-bailing inflatable floor and a super sturdy NRS frame. 

                   Comes with NRS Fishing Frame & anchor system  |  $6,299.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

1. 2.

3.

PAC 1300 
All the same features as the PAC 1400, with a slightly shorter  
and narrower footprint for navigating technical rivers.  

                      Comes with NRS Fishing Frame & anchor system  |  $5,799.00

1. 2.

3.

Anchor System Details 
1. Anchor control system with rope jam cleat 
2. Intermediate pulley 
3. Anchor mast 
* Rope and anchor not included



Drifter 13’
 
          Comes with NRS Drifter Frame & anchor system   |  $4,599.00

Guide Quality That Won’t Break The Bank
The Drifter 13’ is produced by Outcast with the same commitment to quality 
and durability, at prices that won’t break the bank. This guide quality raft is 
made with heavy duty PVC, a self-bailing floor, and comes with a 3 person  
fishing frame, and is backed by our 5-year limited warranty. 

Model
PAC 1400
PAC 1300
Drifter 13

Length/ 
Width
14’ 2” x 70”
13’ 1.5” x 68”
13’3” x 78” 

Tube  
Diameter
19.5”
18.5”
19” 

Denier -  
Fabric*
1670 pvc
1670 pvc

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.
37 / 37
37 / 37
42 

AIREcell  
Material
Urethane
Urethane
Urethane 

Seam  
Construction
Welded
Welded
Welded 

Valve Type
4-Leafield C7
4-Leafield C7 
4-Leafield C7 

Anchor  
System **
Included
Included
Included

Boat  
Weight
236 lbs.
223 lbs.
242 lbs. 

Load  
Capacity
1150 lbs.
1050 lbs.
1350 lbs. 

  
Warranty
10 year
10 year
5 year 

*pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope  

Frame
NRS
NRS 
NRS

Motor 
Mount
n/a
n/a
n/a

 
Oar Type
9’ 2-piece
8’ 2-piece
9’ 2-piece2000 pvc
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OSG Striker
Designed to facilitate quick water access for two anglers, this small and compact  
raft negates the need for a trailer and can fit in the back of a pick-up truck. 
The minimal frame and inflatable lean bar simplifies set-up so you spend less 
time tinkering and more time fishing. At 102 lbs., two people can comfortably  
carry the Striker to the water. The small raft design is great for maneuvering  
in rivers and a motor can be added for fishing in lakes and reservoirs.

          Minimal Frame  |  $2,799.00

MAC SERIES Simplified Transport & Set-up
Multi-Angler Crafts (MAC) can accommodate more than one angler, are easy to set-up, and don’t  
require a trailer for transport. Boats in the MAC series are lightweight and are designed with minimal 
frame parts so anglers can quickly get out on the water. 

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.



OSG Ambush
The Ambush is a frameless, 2 person pontoon boat that can tackle big rivers.  No fish 
is safe from an Ambush! With a 1000 lb load capacity, the Ambush can be outfitted 
for long fishing expeditions. Spend your energy fishing instead of hauling your boat 
around because the Ambush only weighs 114 lbs. and has well-placed handles for 
two person lifting. The Ambush features an inflatable lean bar, front casting deck, 
IGS oar stands, built in floor, and pontoons designed to smash through rough water. 

          Frameless  |  $3,599.00

Model
Length/ 
Width

Tube  
Diameter

Denier -  
Fabric*

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.

AIREcell  
Material

Seam  
Construction Valve Type

Anchor  
System **

Boat  
Weight

Load  
Capacity

  
WarrantyFrame

Motor 
Mount

 
Oar Type

OSG Striker 9.5’ x 5’ 16” 1100 pvc 24 / 27 Urethane Welded 4-Summit II IGS 102 lbs. 800 lbs. 5 year

*pc = Pac Cloth          pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope  

Frameless  IGS 7’ 2-piece
OSG Ambush 14’ x 6’9.5” 22” 1100 pvc 24 / 27 Urethane Welded 7-Summit II IGS 114 lbs. 1000 lbs. 5 yearFrameless  IGS 9’ 3-piece
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OSG Stealth Pro - IGS
This is the lightweight boat for destination anglers who are on the water more than 30 days per year 
and want simplicity, a compact design, and versatile features. No frame to assemble, just inflate and 
go. The rockered ends help you slide through moving or still water with ease and the Integrated 
Gear System (IGS) offers multiple options for pocket and gear positioning.  

          Frameless  |  $999.00

FRAMELESS  SERIES Easy to Take Anywhere
Our next-generation frameless boats are designed for anglers who place a  
premium on unfettered access. Weighing 50% less than our traditional pontoon 
boats, yet offering the same stability, these boats can be quickly inflated and 
are easy to transport to the put in. Bonus, they fit in a frameless boat bag (sold  
separately) for airline baggage check; take them anywhere. 

IK Angler 11’
New for 2020, the IK Angler 11’ is a fishing specific kayak designed for avid fishermen who want to 
access more open water. Built for comfort, the adjustable seat will have you sitting above the water 
making casting a breeze and providing support for your lower back. It’s lightweight, compact and 
includes a removable fin for superior tracking. The interior cargo loops are for lashing gear down 
and the Integrated Gear System (IGS) incorporates a movable base in a sleeve that accepts cargo 
pockets, rod holders, and anchor mounts.  

          Frameless  |  $1,199.00 NEW



OSG Commander - IGS
The Commander is better than ever The open 
bow has been widened to better accommodate 
foot fins and the stern can now be outfitted with 
a Scotty anchor lock. At 35 lbs this kayak-style 
travel boat is ready to go to any destination. It 
rides over waves and the low profile performs 
well in windy conditions.  

          Frameless  |  $999.00

Fish Cat Scout - IGS
The frameless design offers ultimate portability  
and simple, no-hassle set-up. It’s stable in  
moving water and features a low profile for 
still water. It weighs just 35 lbs. and is compact 
enough for airline travel. The Integrated Gear 
System (IGS) offers multiple options for pocket 
and gear positioning.

          Frameless  |  $699.00

Integrated Gear System (IGS)
The Integrated Gear System (IGS) incorporates a movable  
base in a sleeve that accepts cargo pockets, rod holders, and  
anchor mounts. Gear positioning options are plentiful with this  
adjustable system. Rod holder and pocket options secure in 
place with screws for quick installation or removal. 

Commander
FC Scout

IK Angler 11’

10’ x 47”
7’ x 55”

10’ 11” x 37” 

12”
16.25”

9” 

1000 pvc
1000 pvc

1000 pvc

20
20

20 

Urethane
Vinyl

Urethane 

Welded
Welded

Welded 

2-Summit II
2-Summit II 

3-Summit II 

IGS
Optional

IGS

35 lbs.
35 lbs.

32 lbs. 

475 lbs.
400 lbs.

350 lbs. 

5 year
5 year

5 year 

*pc = Pac Cloth          pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope  

Frameless
Frameless

Frameless 

IGS
n/a

IGS

5’ 2-piece
5’ 2-piece

N/A
Model

Length/ 
Width

Tube  
Diameter

Denier -  
Fabric*

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.

AIREcell  
Material

Seam  
Construction Valve Type

Anchor  
System **

Boat  
Weight

Load  
Capacity

  
WarrantyFrame

Motor 
Mount

 
Oar Type

Stealth Pro 8’ x 57” 16.25” 1000 pvc 20 Urethane Welded 2-Summit II IGS 35 lbs. 450 lbs. 5 year Frameless IGS 5’ 2-piece

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 6



PAC PONTOONS Personal Adventure Craft — Unsurpassed Excellence
Toughness, durability and reliability define our PAC series pontoon boats. These are 
full-featured, premium watercrafts, ready to take on big moving water or wind-whipped 
waves and swells on lakes and reservoirs. Every model comes with a simple lightweight 
aluminum frame, urethane bladders, internal anchor system, and an industry leading  
10-year no-fault warranty.

PAC 1000
Our largest weight capacity pontoon boat can 
tackle big water and bring along a big load (up to 
500lbs). Perfect for overnight trips on rivers, lakes 
and large reservoirs.

           Comes with Frame  |  $1,799.00

PAC 800
Designed for anglers under 175 lbs., this is our lightest weight 
PAC pontoon boat. The compact size maneuvers well on 
smaller rivers, but can handle the rigors of bigger water as 
well. 

          Comes with Frame  |  $1,599.00

PAC 900 
An excellent all-around boat for anglers up to  
300 lbs., the PAC 900 offers a sizable load  
capacity for all essential gear. 

          Comes with Frame  |  $1,699.00
Top View of Frame



PAC 1200
This stable two-person pontoon boat offers excellent versatility and  
portability. Significantly lighter than our PRO rafts, it still features enough 
storage space and load capacity for multi-day trips. The front module of 
the frame can also be removed for solo use.

            Comes with Frame  |  $3,499.00

PRO  
SERIES

PAC 1000
PAC 900
PAC 800

10’ x 58” 
9’ x 54”
8’ x 54” 

18”
16”
16” 

1100 pvc
1100 pvc
1100 pvc

24 / 27
24 / 27
24 / 27 

Urethane
Urethane
Urethane 

Welded
Welded
Welded 

2-Summit II
2-Summit II 
2-Summit II 

Included
Included
Included

62 lbs.
57 lbs.
55 lbs. 

500 lbs.
400 lbs.
300 lbs. 

10 year
10 year
10 year 

*pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope 

4-pc aluminum
4-pc aluminum
4-pc aluminum

Included
Included
Included

7’ 2-piece
7’ 2-piece
7’ 2-piece

PAC 1200 13’ x 65” 20” 1670 pvc 37 / 37 Urethane Welded 2-Leafield C7 Included 144 lbs. 750 lbs. 10 year 11-pc aluminum Optional 8’ 2-piece

Model
Length/ 
Width

Tube  
Diameter

Denier -  
Fabric*

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.

AIREcell  
Material

Seam  
Construction Valve Type

Anchor  
System **

Boat  
Weight

Load  
Capacity

  
WarrantyFrame

Motor 
Mount

 
Oar Type

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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Fish Cat 9-IR
Tackle big rivers and lakes with confidence, and take along everything you need for an 
extended trip. Load up the durable steel frame with gear and get access to the best 
water. 9’ pontoons

            Comes with Frame  |  $949.00

Fish Cat Streamer XL-IR
This compact pontoon boat is built for anglers under 200 lbs., yet can still carry a load 
for overnight adventures. Cruise a favorite river or easily cover lots of water on a lake. 
Quality-tested steel frame design. 8’ pontoons

          Comes with Frame  |  $849.00

FC PONTOONS
Reliably Built, Affordably Priced
Our Fish Cat pontoon boats are equipped with essential features 
for the avid angler who’s on the water less than 20 days a year.  
All come standard with our quality pontoons, anchor system, and a 
rock solid 5-year warranty. 



Fish Cat Panther
Our highest capacity Fish Cat pontoon boat. You can load the  
Panther for a day (or two) of tackling big water or cruising a 
lake for risers. Welded seams offer extra durability, and the  
6-piece aluminum frame provides strength without added  
bulk. Feature convenient, maneuverable low-profile 9’ quad 
pontoons.

            Comes with Frame  |  $1,299.00

Fish Cat 13
A versatile alternative to a drift boat, the Fish Cat 13 offers  
numerous options for one or two anglers. The aluminum  
frame is built for two, but the removable front mod turns it  
into a single person boat. Features plenty of capacity for  
overnighters on big water. Motor mount can be added.  
13’ pontoons

          Comes with Frame  |  $2,999.00

Model
FC 9-IR

Length / 
Width
9’ x 54”

Tube  
Diameter
16”

Denier - Fabric*
1000 pvc

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.
20

AIREcell  
Material
Vinyl

Seam  
Construction
Sewn

Valve Type
2-Summit II 
2-Summit II 

Anchor  
System **
Included
Included

Boat  
Weight
63 lbs.
56 lbs.

Load  
Capacity
375 lbs.
300 lbs.

  
Warranty
5 year
5 year

*pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope 

Frame
6-pc steel 
6-pc steel  

Motor 
Mount
Included
Included

 
Oar Type
7’ 2-piece
6’ 2-piece

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 10

5 yearFC Panther
FC Streamer XL-IR

9’ x 60”
8’ x 54” 

10”
16” 

1000 pvc
1000 pvc

20
20 

Vinyl
Vinyl 

Welded
Sewn

4-Summit II Included 63 lbs. 400 lbs.6-pc aluminum Included 7’ 2-piece
FC 13 13’ x 65” 20” 1000 pvc 33 Vinyl Sewn 2-Summit II Included 147 lbs. 750 lbs. 5 year11-pc aluminum Optional 8’ 2-piece



Model
Length/ 
Width

Tube  
Diameter

Denier -  
Fabric*

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.

AIREcell  
Material

Seam  
Construction Valve Type

Anchor  
System **

Boat  
Weight

Load  
Capacity

  
Warranty

Prowler
Super Fat Cat
Fat Cat 

64” x 50”
64” x 45”
64” x 45” 

13.5”
13”
13” 

420 pc / 1000 pvc
420 pc / 1000 pvc
420 pc / 1000 pvc

20
20
20 

Urethane
Urethane
Urethane 

Sewn
Sewn
Sewn 

3-Summit II
1-Summit II / 2-Tube Summit
1-Summit II 

Optional
Optional
Optional 

19 lbs.
13 lbs.
14 lbs. 

325 lbs.
300 lbs.
300 lbs. 

5 years
5 years
5 years 

*pc = Pac Cloth          pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ucn = Urethane Coated Nylon          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope 

Prowler
The Prowler is a beefy, comfortable ride designed for big and tall anglers. The inflatable seat is positioned above 
the water for fast fin kicking and better casting. As the largest float tube we make, it features detachable gear 
pockets, stripping apron, and plenty of room for equipment and a soft cooler in the back.  This tube is perfect for 
the serious angler who fishes more than 25 days and year in comfort and style.

          Navy  |  $589.00

FLOAT TUBES The best-selling float tubes worldwide 
Outcast places a premium on fishing ease, comfort, and durability. The U-boat design, allows you 
to move across the water fast, stay dry, and make longer more accurate casts. With above-water 
seating and adjustable LCS apron system that aids line control, you can have more time on your 
favorite lake or pond doing what you love. The durable and lightweight Urethane bladders feature 
excellent stretch and puncture resistance. All float tubes feature cargo pockets for keeping gear 
close and convenient, and are backed by our 5-year warranty.



WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Fat Cat - LCS
Get great value in a float tube loaded with many 
of the same features as our more expensive 
models. The foam seat and back rest offer all-day 
comfort. Designed for heavy usage by anglers 
who are on the water more than 25 days per 
year. 

           Gray/Orange  |  $409.00 

Super Fat Cat - LCS
Our top-selling float tube offers reliable durability and thoughtful features for hardcore still water 
anglers who are on the water more than 25 days per year. The fully inflatable seat and back rest 
provide on-water comfort and compact transport. 

                         Comes in two Colors  |  $479.00
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NEW

FC FLOAT TUBES Access Granted
Fish Cat float tubes are produced by Outcast with the same commitment to quality and 
durability, at prices that won’t break the bank. These quality adventure crafts are made with 
whitewater valves, heavy-duty PVC material, and tough vinyl bladders. Fish Cat tubes are 
for dedicated anglers who may not need all the bells and whistles. We stand behind them 
with a 5-year limited warranty. 

Model
Length/ 
Width

Tube  
Diameter

Denier -  
Fabric*

PVC Material  
Oz./Sq. Yd.

AIREcell  
Material

Seam  
Construction Valve Type

Anchor  
System **

Boat  
Weight

Load  
Capacity

  
Warranty

Fish Cat 5 Max
Fish Cat Cruzer
Fish Cat Rise 

64” x 47”
54” x 44”
43” x 43” 

12.5”
12”
12” 

420 pc / 1000 pvc
420 pc / 1000 pvc
600 poly / 420 nylon

20
20
N/A

Vinyl
Vinyl
Vinyl 

Sewn
Sewn
Sewn 

2-Boston
2-Boston 
2-Boston

Optional
Optional
Optional 

15.5 lbs.
18 lbs.
8 lbs. 

300 lbs.
250 lbs.
250 lbs. 

5 year
5 year
1 year 

*pc = Pac Cloth          pvc = Poly Vinyl Chloride          ** Anchor System does not include anchor and rope 

Fish Cat 4 Dlx.
Fish Cat 4 

54” x 44”
54” x 44” 

12”
12” 

420 pc / 1000 pvc
420 pc / 1000 pvc

20
20 

Vinyl
Vinyl 

Sewn
Sewn 

2-Boston / 2-Tube Summit
2-Boston

Optional
Optional 

15 lbs.
16 lbs. 

250 lbs.
250 lbs. 

5 year
5 year 

Fish Cat Rise
New for 2020, weighing only 8 lbs., the Rise is a great entry level float tube for those just getting into the sport. The 
U-boat design allows for easy maneuvering through lakes and ponds. Comes complete with inflatable backrest, mesh 
seat, and two pockets with drink holders.

            Navy  |  $179.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.



NEW

Fish Cat Cruzer
New for 2020, the Cruzer is equipped with 2-piece oars so you can cover more 
water with ease. Above-water seating helps you stay dry, warm and make lon-
ger more accurate casts. Features include oar rest, two cargo pockets, and new 
adjustable magnetic apron attachment system.

           Sage  |  $359.00

Fish Cat 4 - LCS
The best-selling float tube in the U.S.! This has identical 
features to the Deluxe, except the seat and backrest are 
foam. Ideal for anglers who spend 25 days or less on the 
water per year. 

            Olive  |  $249.00

Fish Cat 4 Deluxe - LCS
Above-water seating and U-boat design let you stay  
warmer and move faster on lakes and ponds so you 
can cover more water. The fully inflatable seat and 
backrest allow compact transport. Ideal for anglers 
who spend 25 days or less on the water per year.

                   Comes in Two Colors  |  $319.00

Fish Cat 5 MAX
The Fish Cat 5 Max is designed for the big and tall angler.  
It’s 20% larger than the best-selling Fish Cat 4 and has 
2” more interior seat space for a more comfortable ride.  
Overall, it’s 3” wider, 10” longer and the tube diameter is .5” 
larger than the Fish Cat 4 so the weight capacity can handle 
300 lbs. 

           Gray  |  $299.00 14



                AK Duffel Bag  
The largest duffel we make at 12”x 42” is water resistant 
and a great choice for your next adventure.

12”x 42”  |  $159.00

          River Pack
Keep your sleeping bag, tent, and clothes dry with this 
large expedition dry bag. Complete with padded shoulder 
straps for easy carrying.

 
26”x 16”  |  $119.00 

 Float Tube Boat Bag
The ideal way to transport and store a float tube. This 
top loading design makes packing easier and is spacious 
enough to accommodate a float tube, fins and a pump. 

 
29.5”x 24”x 11”  |  $99.00

         Frameless Boat Bag
This duffel style bag fits most frameless pontoon  
boat models, a pump, oars and other gear. It features  
2 external and internal pockets, and removable  
backpack straps. 
 
 

46”x 16”  |  $129.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

                Frodo Bags
These wide opening waterproof duffel bags are easy to 
secure to frames and kayaks with four tie down points.

Sm. - 20”x 11”x 10” - Lime      |  $179.00 
Med. - 29”x 20”x 11” - Blue    |  $229.00 
Lg. - 35”x 22”x 12” - Orange  |  $269.00

ACCESSORIES Bags & Coolers



  Cooler
This insulated soft cooler offers tie down points and 
features easy access zippers to your frosty beverages. 

 

16”x 12”x 10”   |  $89.00

         Vision Dry Bag
This day-tripping waterproof day bag keeps your personal 
items dry and visible. 
 

5L - Clear   |  $20.00 

Angler’s Inflatable PFD 
The Angler’s inflatable PFD is a manually inflating personal flotation device (PFD). 
It’s a comfortable, high flotation life jacket, that is USCG approved and one size fits 
all. * We recommend a life jacket be worn whenever you are fishing on or near the water. 

$139.00 

Rescue Bag
An essential river safety item to have at all times on the water, the bright  
yellow Rescue Bag includes a mesh panel for faster drying and 1” reflective 
tape for greater visibility. The floating bag design holds 75’ of 3/8” floating 
poly rope to keep it on top of the water where it can be seen.

$69.00 

ACCESSORIES Safety Equipment
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        NRS Campsite Table
Prep your food, cook it and wash up after the meal on the 
NRS Campsite Table. Then, strap it on your frame for pas-
senger seating or gear loading. It’s the ultimate multitasker!

18”x 68”  |  $299.00

       Landing Pad
Landing Pads provide comfort for a good night’s sleep 
on a river trip. They are self-inflating, waterproof, have 
durable reinforced corners and are available in 2 sizes. 

 
Orange - 78”x 24”x 3”        |  $169.00
Teal - 78”x 24”x 3”              |  $169.00
Gray / Teal - 78”x 30” x 3”  |  $189.00 
Dk. Blue - 78”x 30”x 3”      |  $189.00 
Lime - 78”x 30”x 3”            |  $189.00

  Ultra Landing Pad
The Ultra Landing Pad is a plush, 4” thick sleeping pad. 
Perfect for camping and river trips.

 
Red - 78”x 30”x 4”  |  $209.00
Teal - 78”x 30”x 4”  |  $209.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

ACCESSORIES Camping Equipment

       River Couch
The AIRE River Couch has many habitats. Campsites,  
tailgate parties, outdoor events, offices, porches, and trade 
show booths are just to name a few. Basically you will be 
comfortable and stylish wherever you like to relax.

 
Gray / Teal 96”x 39”x 35”       |  $549.00



Backpack Fins
These lightweight, packable fins are a must for every 
backcountry angler.
 

 
$39.00

Power Kick Fins
Glide through the water quickly and comfortably with 
the Power Kick Fins.
 

$109.00

Waist Stripping Basket
Secures easily around waist while providing ample room 
for all your line. Great for wade fishing as well as boat  
fishing. 

 
$49.00

Backpack Straps
Designed to carry your Outcast and Fish Cat float tubes 
fully inflated to remote lakes and ponds.  

$29.00

Outcast Fins
These easy step-in fins with one cinch strap make fin  
kicking a breeze. Fins include a pair of Kicker Keepers. 
* One size fits most

 

$49.00
Spare Kicker Keepers - $15.00

ACCESSORIES Sportman’s Gear
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Cargo Pockets
Keep all your tackle and gear organized in these handy 
cargo pockets. 

 
Deluxe - 24”x 6” x 6”               |  $49.00 
XL Splashproof - 30”x 8”x 8”  |  $79.00

Garage Storage System / Boat Hoist  
With a 100 lb. load capacity and designed specifically for 
pontoon boats, kayaks and other mid-size water craft, this 
is a great way to store your boat. 

$139.00 

      Frameless Cargo Pocket
This pocket integrates with the Striker, Ambush, OSG 
Commander, IK Angler, FC Scout, and Stealth Pro.

$79.00 

Deluxe 
XL SPlashproof 

            Buddy Strap
This adjustable fish finder holster easily attaches to a float 
tube or pontoon boat. 

$25.00

   Stripping Basket
We now have one stripping basket that will fit any metal  
or inflatable lean bar for any Outcast or Fish Cat boat.  

$69.00

            Stripping Aprons
Replace your worn out stripping apron with a new one. 
Available for either pontoon boats or float tubes. 

Float Tube Apron                 |  $25.00
Fish Cat - LCS Apron            |  $25.00
OSG - LCS Apron                  |  $25.00 
Frameless OSG LCS Apron  |  $39.00
Commander LCS Apron       |  $39.00 
Pontoon Boat Apron            |  $25.00

           Seat Saddle Bag
This innovative Saddle Bag includes a fishing net pouch, 
multiple pockets, and two beverage holders. The 
heavy-duty straps secure this bag to almost every molded 
fold-down seat. 

$69.00

ACCESSORIES Boat Outfitting



 Float Tube Anchors
This 2 lb. anchor includes 100 feet of line and can 
be attached to any d-ring on the float tube for easy  
deployment and retrieval.
 

$49.00

Scotty® Anchor Lock
This anchor lock system straps around float tubes  
or locks into the Outcast Integrated Gear System.  
The lock and release action allows anchor line  
adjustments with only one hand.

Strap on Anchor Lock                      |  $62.00
Anchor Lock w/ Frameless Mount  |  $37.00

Anchors
All anchors come with a 
35 foot length of solid 
braided polypropylene rope.  
 

5lb. Pyramid w/ 5/16” rope    |  $49.00
12lb. Pyramid w/ 5/16” rope   |  $85.00
20lb. Pyramid w/ 5/16” rope  |  $115.00 
30lb. Pyramid w/ 3/8” rope   |  $145.00
30lb. Star w/ 3/8” rope        |  $145.00

Scotty® Fly Rod Holders

440-000282 440-000278

440-000288

440-000279

440-000289440-000283440-000287

Fish Cat Rod Holder
This rod holder will fit on any Outcast Sporting Gear or 
Fish Cat pontoon boats (some drilling required).

$25.00

Float Tube Strap Mount Rod Holder        |  $47.00
Pontoon Boat 1-1/4” Rail Fly Rod Holder   |  $44.00
Frameless Fly Rod Holder                         |  $30.00 
Pontoon Boat 1” Rail Fly Rod Holder         |  $40.00
Frameless Bait Cast Holder                      |  $24.00
1” Rail Mount Adapter                                 |  $11.00
Glue-On Rod Holder Pad                           |  $13.00
Deck Mount                                              |  $9.00
Fly Rod Holder *no mount                        |  $25.00

ACCESSORIES Anchors & Rod Holders

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 20



Carlisle Shafts
Built tough with plastic-coated tempered 
aluminum shafts for strong rigidity. Blades 
are sold separately and are removable.

   Carlisle 8’ EHD Shaft-Blue   |  $110.00
   Carlisle 9’ EHD Shaft-Blue   |  $110.00
   Carlisle 9’ TD Shaft-Blue      |  $140.00
   Carlisle 10’ EHD Shaft-Blue  |  $110.00  

Cataract Shafts
Constructed of a Carbon Fiber/E-glass Composite.  
The “SGG” shaft is available in 8’ - 10’, and the  
stiffer “SGX” model in 10’.
8’ SGG Shaft - Blue, Black            |  $163.95 
8’ SGG RW Shaft - Blue , black    |  $188.95           
8.5’ SGG Shaft - Blue, Black        |  $163.95 
8.5’ SGG RW Shaft - Blue, Black  |  $188.95           
9’ SGG Shaft - Blue, Black           |  $163.95 
9’ SGG RW Shaft - Blue, Black     |  $188.95    
9.5’ SGG Shaft - Blue, Black        |  $185.00 
9.5’ SGG RW Shaft - Blue, Black  |  $210.00    
10’ SGG Shaft - Blue, Black          |  $185.00 
10’ SGG RW Shaft - Blue, Black   |  $210.00 
10’ SGX Shaft - Blue                     |  $208.00 
10’ SGX RW Shaft - Blue              |  $233.00      

Cataract KBO Shaft
This 7’ 2-piece shaft is constructed using a Carbon 
Fiber/E-glass composite, and rope wrapped and 
stopped for a smoother, quieter rowing stroke.  

KBO 7’ Shaft RW  |  $150.00

     Outcast Oars
These economical 1-3/8” diameter oars breakdown for 
easy transport and storage. Purchase a spare oar to 
take on extended fishing expeditions. 
 

6’ 2-Piece Oar  |  $69.00        
7’ 2-Piece Oar  |  $79.00

          Frameless Oars
Purchase a spare oar to go with your Outcast 
frameless boat. 

 
5’ Frameless Oar  |  $49.00 

Cataract Mini Blades
Designed to fit the KBO Shaft, the Mini Cutthroat has 
an asymmetric profile that places more of the blade 
below the surface in low water conditions. The Mini  
Magnum has a traditional whitewater shape.

 
Mini Cutthroat  |  $58.00

 
Mini Magnum   |  $58.00

ACCESSORIES Oars & Oar Parts

Cataract Blades
Constructed using a lightweight composite core with a 
structural polyurethane coating. 
 

 
Cataract Cutthroat Blade  |  $87.95

 
Cataract Magnum Blade   |  $87.95

Carlisle Outfitter Blades
Fits both Carlisle and Cataract oar shafts.

6.5” Blade   |  $70.00        
8” Blade      |  $70.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, which 
is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth 
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.



              Oar Lock
Outfit your boat with these strong oar locks and take a 
spare on your next extended trip.

 
Sm. Oar Lock (1-3/8”)  |  $30.00
Sm. Oar Lock Pack      |  $60.00 
Lg. Oar Lock (1-7/8”)   |  $50.00
Lg. Oar Lock Pack     |  $100.00

Cobra Oar Lock (each)

The Cobra’s horns are wider for 
greater strength, durability and 
vertical range of motion. 

Lg. (1-7/8”)  |  $52.00

Oar Stops (each)

These oar stops fit over oars with oar sleeves or rope 
wrap and allow for proper positioning of the oars on the 
frame. * Rubber recommended for rope wrapped oars  

Small  (1-3/8” Dia.)             |  $12.00
 Small Pack                         |  $24.00
Plastic - Lrg. (1-7/8” dia.)   |  $17.95
Rubber - Lrg. (1-7/8” dia.)  |  $6.00

Counter Balance (pair)

These counter balances fit on to 1-7/8” Cataract or 
Carlisle oar shafts.

$90.00

Oar Sleeve (each)

Protect your oar shafts from wear with 
these plastic oar sleeves.

Small (1-3/8”)  |  $5.00
Large (1-7/8”)   |  $19.00

Steel Oar Locks
An affordable powder coated steel oar locks replacement 
option.

 
Sm. (1-3/8”)           |  $12.00 
Sm. (1-3/8”) Pack   |  $24.00

Blade Rests (pair)

The pair of Blade Rests easily  
attach to a frame for a convenient 
place to rest your oars. 

$25.00

             Oar Tethers (pair)

Keep a short leash on loose oars with these handy oar 
tethers. The large size is recommended for 1-7/8” diam-
eter oars. 

 
Sm. (1-3/8”)  |  $20.00 
Lg. (1-7/8”)    |  $29.00

Spare Oar Keeper
Secure a spare oar to the frame easily and securely 
with the Spare Oar Keeper. The spare oar will release 
easily via the 1.5” side release buckle.

$20.00

BladeRite Oar Stop (each)

Keep oar blades at the right angle. 

 
Small (1-3/8”)  |  $25.00
Large (1-7/8”)  |  $25.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to Lead, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 22



High Back Seat
This seat provides ample cushioning and support for long 
days on the river. Fits on PAC 1300, PAC 1400, & Drifter.

$120.00

Low Back Seat
This padded seat allows for a full range of motion while 
rowing. Fits on a PAC 1300, PAC 1400, and Drifter.

$120.00

Seat Swivel
Attach to a padded folding seat for 
the bow and stern anglers to turn. 

$20.00

Seat Caddy
Keep your drinks and gear close by with the Seat Caddy.

$20.00

Springer Clips
These springer clips are used to quickly secure a collaps-
ible frame.

Lrg. - 2” x 5/16”  |  $5.00 
Sm. - 2” x 1/4”     |  $5.00

Rope Cleat
Replace a broken cleat or place one in a more 

convenient location on your frame.

$6.00

            Padded Folding Seat
Upgrade or replace an old seat with this lightweight
folding padded seat.

$89.00

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

ACCESSORIES Frame Parts



Motor Mounts

Frameless Motor Mount      |  $99.00
NRS U-style Motor Mount    |  $199.95
Cargo Deck Motor Mount   |  PAC 1200 & FC 13  |  $99.00
Steel Anchor/Motor Mount  |  FC IR  |  $99.00

Cam Strap(s)
Durable polypropylene cam straps.

2’ Cam Strap (each)   |  $5.00 
3’ Cam Strap (each)   |  $5.50
4’ Cam Strap (each)    |  $6.00
6’ Cam Strap (each)   |  $6.50
8’ Cam Strap (each)    |  $7.50
9’ Cam Strap (each)    |  $8.50
12’ Cam Strap (each)  |  $9.00 
15’ Cam Strap (each)  |  $10.00

2’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)   |  $20.00
3’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)   |  $22.00
4’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)   |  $24.00
6’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)   |  $26.00
8’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)   |  $30.00
9’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 4)    |  $34.00
12’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 2)  |  $18.00
15’ Cam Strap Pack (Qty. 2)  |  $20.00

Cargo DeckFrameless NRS U-Style

Cargo Decks
This platform allows the oarsman on a PAC 1200 or Fish 
Cat 13 to stand up and cast after anchoring into a fishing 
hole.

PAC 1200-Oarsman Platform  |  $129.00 
Fish Cat IR Cargo Deck          |  $99.00
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4” Barrel Pump
Inflate even the largest raft with ease. 

 
$205.00

                    K-Pumps
Designed to be as rugged and reliable as your boat! 
K-pumps are built using a specially formulated ABS plastic 
and a streamlined design. Each K-Pump includes a storage  
bag, and is backed by a 2 year unlimited warranty.

 
K-Mini Pump  |  $74.99 
K-100 Pump   |  $74.99  
K-200 Pump  |  $79.99  
K-40 Pump     |  $139.99          
K-400 Pump  |  $159.99        

            Hurricane
This 12 volt infaltor produces a strong, consistent flow of 
air to quickly inflate boats up to 2 psi. It is a hands free 
design by virtue of its on/off switch and hose.

$99.00

Air Daddy Bicycle Pump Adapter
This adapter is used with a tire pump, a low pressure 
compressor or a manual pump to inflate your boat.      

$10.00

        Blast
The Blast is a heavy duty 12 volt inflator/ deflator with 
rubberized grip and is capable of inflating boats quickly 
and efficiently up to 2 psi.

$120.00

Pressure Gauges
Get an accurate tube pressure reading with a pressure 
gauge. 

 

 
   Leafield (0 to 8.5 psi)    |  $55.00 
Kwik Check (0 to 15 psi)  |  $37.99 
   Kwik Check (Boston)    |  $37.99

       Foot Pump
Use this Foot Pump to inflate 
and top off float tubes and small 
pontoon boats. 

$29.00 

             Hand Pumps
Inflate or top off your boat to the recommended pressure 
with a Double Action Hand Pump or the Economy Hand 
Pump.

          Economy Hand Pump  |  $25.00
          D/A Hand Pump           |  $49.00
          D/A Hand Pump Hose  |  $12.00  

ACCESSORIES Pumps & Pressure Guages



Valve Adapters
These valve adapters make it easy to connect the 
pump hose to the valve and allow you to concentrate 
on something without holding the hose. 

      
         Boston      |  $4.00 
         Leafield    |  $5.00 
         Summmit  |  $10.00

Summit Summit 2

Pontoon Emergency Kit
For discovery and FC pontoon boats. Includes a spare 
Summit 2 valve, two Springer clips, valve adapter, tube 
adapter, two seat bolts, and 5 Tear-Aid patches.

$30.00

Leafield B-7 Summit Summit 2

Valves & Caps
Two-piece, one-way valves are incredibly durable and 
very reliable. Take a spare valve on extended trips for 
extra peace of mind. 

 
Leafield C-7  |  $29.00 
Leafield D-7  |  $29.00 
Summmit      |  $20.00 
Summit 2      |  $20.00 

Boston Bravo Ring

Valve Wrenches
These wrenches make tightening, cleaning or replacing 
a valve a snap. 

Leafield B-7           |  $12.00   
Leafield C-7 / D-7  |  $12.00 
Summit - Plastic    |  $15.00 

Stabond Glue
Stabond 2-part adhesive is the recommended glue for 
field repairs on Outcast boats.

 
 1/4 Pint  |  $22.00 
 Pint     |  $34.00

D-Rings
D-Rings can be added to your OSG craft for extra 
tie-downs, and are available in all colors and styles to 
match your boat(s). 
1.5” Oval       |  $19.00    1.5” Trapezoid  |  $19.00 
1” Round       |  $16.00

                         Repair Kit
This kit includes items needed to complete basic repairs. 

Comes with:
Valve Wrench          Repair Needle
Valve Adapter          Sandpaper
Vinyl Tubing Valve Adapter         Tear-Aid Alcohol Prep pad
OSG Vision Bag 5L            Tear-Aid Type A 7/8” x 7/8”
Repair Thread          Tear-Aid 5’ Roll

 

Repair Kit - Leafield  |  $79.00       Repair Kit - Summit/HR  |  $79.00 Leafield B-7 Cap           |  $12.00 
Leafield C-7  / D-7 Cap  |  $12.00 
Summit Cap                   |  $7.00 
Summit 2 Cap                |  $7.00

Summmit 2  |  $10.00 
Bravo Ring   |  $6.00 
Vinyl Tube   |  $1.50 

Summit - Steel   |  $30.00 
Halkey Roberts  |  $18.00

Summit - Steel

Halkey Roberts Summit - P
lastic

Leafield C-7 / D-7

Lea
fie

ld 
B-7

ACCESSORIES Valves & Repair Equipment

WARNING: This product can expose you to DEHP, 
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 26



OUTCAST WARRANTY
5 Year, Limited Warranty
What this Warranty Covers: The five (5) year  
limited warranty covers retail purchases 
against manufacturing defects in materials and  
workmanship. This warranty covers the tubes, 
D-ring patches, AIREcells, valves and zippers to be 
functional and water worthy.

What this Warranty Does Not Cover: The 5 
year limited warranty does not cover the frame,  
damage caused by normal boat use, cosmetic wear, 
excessive UV damage, abnormal abuse, neglect  
and inappropriate storage. This warranty can 
be void if the boat is structurally altered or used  
commercially.

The Period of Coverage: Your boat is covered 
from the original purchase date for a period of  
five years.

Outcast 10 Year NO Fault Warranty
What this Warranty Covers: The ten (10) year 
no fault warranty covers retail purchases against 
defects in materials, workmanship and user  
damage. This warranty covers the tubes, fabric, 
D-ring patches, AIREcells, valves and zippers to 
be functional and water worthy with the following 
stipulations:

- This warranty can be void if the boat is structurally 
altered, used commercially or is subject to stress 
beyond the physical limits of the fabric and/or  
accessories.

- This warranty does not cover frames, cosmetic 
wear, abrasion, excessive UV damage, abnormal 
abuse, neglect and/or inappropriate storage. 

The Period of Coverage: The boat is covered from 
the original purchase date for a period of ten years. 
When original proof of purchase is not available or 
if a warranty card was never submitted the date of 
manufacturing will be used.

International Warranty
If an Outcast or Fish Cat branded product is  
purchased from dealers supported by the  
distributors listed on our website, warranty issues 
should be directed to these companies and they 
will provide replacement parts for items under  
warranty free of charge, including shipping. If items 
are purchased from channels not included here, 
please contact Outcast directly and we will provide 
warranty items free of charge; however, shipping 
charges will be applied. 

Repair Procedures
If you have a problem with your boat, please call 
844-556-5730 for a return authorization number  
and shipping instructions. The customer is  
responsible for shipping charges to and from  
the repair facility. Repairs not covered under the  
warranty will be made for a small fee. 

Disclaimer
AIRE/ Outcast Sporting Gear is not liable for any 
injury or mishap sustained by the use of any  
Outcast Sporting Gear or Fish Cat product. The user 
acknowledges inherent risks and waives any and 
all claims against AIRE, Inc. and any of its agents. 



Northwest  
AIRE Inc.
2021 E. Wilson Lane 
Meridian, ID 83642 
844-556-5730   
aire-repair@aire.com

River Recreation
Monitor, WA 98836
206-276-8774
office@riverrecreation.com

Goodwater Boat Works
414 Beaver Creek Rd
Unit #714
Oregon City, OR 970045
503-453-0713
info@goodwaterboatworks.com

Colorado / Four Corners  
Inflatable Restoration & Repair
Erik Lang
3244 East US Highway 50
Salida, CO 81201
719-539-9751
email: mtnkaos9@amigo.net 

Inflatable Technologies
Whitewater Inflatable Repair
Zach Sack
3133 W. Hampden Ave.
Sheridan, CO 80110
303-922-3111
email: info@raftrepair.com

Ceiba Adventures
3051 N Fanning Dr.
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
928-527-0171
email: aceiba@ceibaadventures.com

Alaska  
Alaska Raft & Kayak 
401 West Tudor Road 
Anchorage, AK 99503 
800-606-5950 
 
Canada  
Darren Grab 
82-51551 RR212a
Sherwood Park,  AB T8G 1B2 
587-988-1005 
raftrepaircanada@gmail.com

South America  
Crossroads S.A.  
Jeff Brummel 
Foch 678 (E5-23) y Juan Leon Mera 
Quito, Ecuador 
Telefax: (593-2) 223-4735 / 254-5514 
jbrummel@crossroadshostal.com

Northwest (Continued) 
Utah Whitewater Gear
7307 S. State St.
Midvale, UT 84047
801-319-4227
clinton@utahwhitewatergear.com

Southeast  
OAR
629 Welcome Valley Rd.
Ocoee, TN 37361
423-338-5746
email: info@ocoee.com

OUTCAST SERVICE & AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTERS

FOLLOW US FOR THE LATEST BUZZ

800.966.0976  |  www.outcastboats.com
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Outcast Sporting Gear
P.O. Box 186  |  Meridian Idaho 83680

Phone: 800.966.0976
Info@outcastboats.com  |  www.outcastboats.com


